
 
 
Navigating the Software Safari: 
Why Teaming Up with ITS is 
Your Best Adventure Gear 

Embarking on the Quest for Software Solutions? 
Let ITS Be Your Guide! 
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Ah, the digital jungle – a place where software solutions hang from the trees like ripe fruits, 

ready for picking. You, our intrepid business partners, might feel the urge to venture solo into this dense 
thicket, armed with nothing but your wits and a keen eye for the next big SaaS or COTS treasure. But 
before you set off, we have a tale (or rather, a friendly guide) to share, highlighting why bringing ITS into 
your expedition party can turn potential pitfalls into pathways of success. 

Rediscovering the Existing Arsenal 

Just when you're about to embark on your quest for new software solutions, it's worth pausing to 

consider the treasures already within our hold. Algonquin College’s ITS department is akin to a digital 

store, filled with tools and artifacts; among these are software solutions—hidden gems that have yet to 

reveal their full shine. These tools await their turn to support a new business area, a new project, or solve 

a fresh challenge. So, before you chart a course to distant shores, remember, the solution you seek 

might already be part of our vast arsenal. 

The Wisdom of the BRM Mapmakers 

In this quest, your BRMP Leads are not just guides; they are the esteemed cartographers of our 

technological realm. Holding the maps to our digital landscape, they chart both the known paths and the 

hidden ones. Engaging with your BRMP Lead early can unveil routes to these existing resources, 

perhaps revealing that the very tool you need is already within our grasp. Their insight ensures you're not 

just setting off on a journey but are guided every step of the way, maximizing the chances of success 

and discovery, and maximizing the use of tools we already have. 

The Pitfall Pit: Why Going It Alone Can Lead to Quicksand 

Venturing into the software jungle without ITS might seem faster at first. You're light on your feet, making 

quick decisions, grabbing at solutions that promise to solve your challenges. Yet, this solo journey can 

lead you into some tricky pitfalls: 

The Quicksand of Compatibility 

Like quicksand, a solution might look solid but can sink you without proper checks for compatibility with 

existing IT ecosystem. ITS has a map and the tools to avoid these deceptive traps. 

The Vines of Vendor Lock-In 

Without a seasoned negotiator, you might find yourself tangled in the vines of unfavorable contracts. ITS 

carries the machete to clear these vines, ensuring flexibility and freedom in your software choices. 

The Mirage of Immediate Savings 

The allure of an upfront bargain might be a mirage hiding long-term costs. ITS’s specialist expertise 

helps spot these mirages from miles away, guiding you towards true oases of value. 
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The Value of a Trusted Guide: ITS's 

Role in Your Expedition 

Incorporating ITS into your quest for the perfect 

software solution is like having a seasoned guide by 

your side: 

Navigating the Jungle 

ITS knows the terrain. They can help navigate through 

the dense underbrush of market options to find 

solutions that truly fit your strategic goals and 

operational needs. 

Setting Up Camp Safely 

With security and compliance as top priorities, ITS 

ensures your chosen software solutions set up a safe, 

secure camp, protected from data breaches and 

regulatory beasts. 

The Right Tools for the Job 

Just like a good guide ensures you have the right gear, 

ITS helps integrate new software seamlessly with your 

existing tools, enhancing efficiency without disrupting 

your journey. 

Hunting for Value 

ITS is adept at negotiating with software vendors, 

ensuring you get the best value, avoid traps, and secure 

resources for the long haul. 

In Conclusion: A Journey Best Shared 

The path to finding and implementing the right software 

solutions is an adventure best embarked upon with ITS 

as your guide. Together, you can navigate the vast 

digital landscape, avoid the pitfalls, and uncover the 

treasures that drive success and innovation. 

So, before you take that solo leap into the unknown, 

remember collaboration isn’t just the safer choice; it’s 

the path to greater achievements. Happy adventures, 

explorers! 

 

EMBARKING TOGETHER :  HOW TO START 

YOUR COLLABORATIVE ADVENTURE 

WITH YOUR BRMP  LEAD 

 

Ready to team up with ITS for your next 
software quest? Here’s how to start this 
fruitful partnership: 

 

• Signal Your Intentions: Reach out to 

your BRMP Lead before you start 

your journey. A quick meeting can 

set the stage for a collaborative 

adventure, ensuring that your quest 

is aligned with organizational goals 

and technology strategy. 

• Share Your Map: Discuss your 

needs, challenges, and desired 

outcomes with your BRMP Lead. 

This step is crucial for charting a 

course that not only leads to your 

treasure but also ensures that the 

journey leverages the best of our 

existing technological landscape. 

• Plan the Expedition Together: 

Review potential solutions with your 

BRMP Lead, evaluating their fit, 

security, and integration capabilities 

as a team. Your BRMP Lead can 

provide invaluable insights into how 

new solutions can complement or 

enhance our existing tools and 

processes. 

The BRMP Lead ensures a smooth 

transition by properly handing off the 

project to the implementation team. They 

remain involved by monitoring progress, 

addressing potential issues, and confirming 

that the solution is not only implemented 

according to plan but also adopted 

effectively by the business. 


